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Series 1: Subject Files, 1951-1983
This series contains Professor Fosler's research correspondence, sketchings of horticultural designs, and photographs, his publications, and publication revisions. It also contains select circulars of the UIUC Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics and issues of the Garden Writers Bulletin from the Garden Writers Association of America.

Box 1
1. Carpet Bedding, 1951-1953
2. Daylily Circular: Correspondence, Criticisms, and Reviews, 1953-1955
3. Daylily Circular Revision, 1955-1964
5. 'Seed Germination' revision, 1958-1973

Processing notes: The Gail M. Fosler Papers originated from material donated by Robert M. Skirvin in December 2016. Folder titles added by archival staff are indicated by [ ]. Processed by Peter Wright, under the supervision of Susanne Belovari, February 2019.